Sample Site Plans

5842 W 34th St, Houston, TX 77092
1.800.999.9878 • 1.713.683.9878
www.colemanhanna.com

Find us on Facebook: /ColemanHannaCarwash
CONVEYORIZED ENTRANCE & EXIT TURNING RADIUS MINIMUMS

- 23' MINIMUM RADIUS
- 12'-0" MINIMUM WITHOUT CORRELATOR
- 7'-0" MINIMUM WITH CORRELATOR
- 35'-0" WITH CORRELATOR
- 40'-0" MIN OF USABLE W/O CORRELATOR

PROPERTY LINE

23' SUGGESTED 20' MINIMUM RADIUS

BUILDING SPEC'S
- WIDTH: 18'
- HEIGHT: 12' MIN.
  FOR 90° CLEARANCE
- EQUIPMENT ROOM FOR SUPPORT EQUIP. NEEDS
  TO BE PROVIDED MIN. 8' X 12'.

PROPERTY LINE

25 EXIT SPACE MINIMUM

 PROPERTY LINE

35'-0" WITH CORRELATOR

 PROPERTY LINE

40'-0" MIN OF USABLE W/O CORRELATOR

 PROPERTY LINE

23' MINIMUM RADIUS

 PROPERTY LINE

7'-0" MINIMUM WITH CORRELATOR

 PROPERTY LINE

12'-0" MINIMUM WITHOUT CORRELATOR

 PROPERTY LINE

EXTERIOR WASH
EXTERIOR WASH / “C” STORE / LUBE & DETAIL BAYS
GARBAGE
VACUUM
CAN
AREA
VENDING
44'
179'
80' BUILDING LENGTH
100' CONVEYOR LENGTH
WASH TUNNEL
EQUIPMENT ROOM
186'
CANOPY
FUEL
35'

EXTERIOR WASH & LUBE
110' CONVEYOR LENGTH
90' BUILDING LENGTH
179'

34'

179'

21'-6"

35'

EXTERIOR WASH / LUBE
FULL SERVICE WASH
FULL SERVICE WASH W/ DETAIL BAYS
EXTREME COLD – FULL SERVICE WASH
FULL SERVICE WASH W/WAND BAYS
FULL SERVICE WASH
FULL SERVICE VACUUM ARRANGEMENT – 8 DROP
COIN-OP VACUUM SPACING

12'-0" MINIMUM WITHOUT CORRELATOR
7'-0" MINIMUM WITH CORRELATOR
LINE
PROPERTY
23' MINIMUM RADIUS
35'-0" WITH CORRELATOR
CENTRAL VACUUM
13'-0" MINIMUM
13'-0" MINIMUM
13'-0" MINIMUM
HOSE DROP
MANIFOLD
VACUUM PROPERTY
SYSTEM
CL
LINE
COIN-OP VACUUM SPACING